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of• Scientific Investigation," Now, every writer has to
formulate his own definition of Logic, and Mill is not
slow to explain that he understands by Logic the Science
of Proof or Evidence. If that he so, we have his
position as contrasted with those who make Logic
consist in an exhibition of the Formal Lawn of Thought;
and also with those who, like llcrschcl and Whewell,
make Logic essentially the Science of Discovery. But
if we return to the title, we are not quite sure of the last
contrast Mill very clearly enrols himself as a disciple
of Material Logic, rather than of Formal j but if Logic
is merely the Science of Proof, how is it also concerned
(as the general title states) with Scientific Investigation ?
According to the stricter definition of Mill, Logic is the
organon of Science; according to the looser title of his
book, it is a part of Science. Perhaps this is not an
important point in itself; but it becomes important
1 when we come to the third book, the book which deals
with the methods of Induction. Are these, we ask,
methods of Discovery or methods of Proof? At first
Mill seemed to treat them as methods of Discovery;
then, in answer to a criticism of Whewell, he treats them
as methods of Proof only, though the first of the
methods, that of agreement, could never establish it»
title to this character.
It was, perhaps, an unjustifiable confidence which led
us to class Mill among the Material Logicians, and
not among the Formal. For if Logic be concerned
with the Matter of our Thought, and not with its
Form, it is not quite clear why in the earlier books
we should have, amongst other topics, a system of
Categories (i. 3), and an enquiry into the validity

